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Summary
This paper describes the process of producing power-to-liquid (PtL) fuel for aviation purposes. In this
context, PtL is understood as the use of (renewable) electricity to produce liquid fuel. The PtL process
comprises a number of sub-processes, the technological status of which is presented in this study. The
process begins with the supply of renewable electrical power, which is used in the next step to split water
into hydrogen and oxygen by means of electrolysis. Since wind and solar power are not continuously
present, some of the hydrogen produced must be stored to bridge the times when wind and solar power
are not available. Another subprocess is the supply of CO2, which can either come from stationary
emitters as point sources or be obtained directly from the atmosphere. Hydrogen and CO 2 are then
combined to form a synthesis gas. Liquid fuel is subsequently obtained from this synthesis gas using
one of several alternative processes.
Following the presentation of these subprocesses, two alternative approaches are presented that are
similar to the PtL process but do not primarily rely on electric power as an energy source. The study is
rounded off by calculations of the electricity demand and capacities required to meet the German
demand for kerosene using PtL, an overview of important conversion factors and definitions, and an
assessment of the Technology Readiness Level of the individual process steps in the appendix.
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1 Contents and structure of the paper
The
concept
typically
presented
in
presentations on PtL comprises the following
production chain:

several
technological
approaches
that
significantly deviate from the basic model
shown in Figure 1.

1. Generation
of
electricity
from
renewable sources,
2. Utilization of the electricity to split water
electrolytically into hydrogen and
oxygen,
3. Utilization of the hydrogen to reenergize CO2 and produce a synthesis
gas,
4. Conversion of the synthesis gas to
hydrocarbon compounds,
5. Processing
of
the
hydrocarbon
compounds into liquid fuel in
compliance with specifications.

All of these processes have in common that – as
in the basic model – energy, water and CO2 are
used as input factors, and a refining step is
carried out at the end to produce specificationcompliant liquid fuel. In some cases, however,
the deviations from the basic model can be quite
substantial.

Figure 1 shows a typical diagram of this
concept. In the following text, this production
chain will be referred to as the basic model.

High-temperature electrolysis comes closest to
the basic model. Here, the only deviation from
the basic model is that steps 2 and 3 are not
sequential, but instead take place as one single
step in which water and CO2 are together
converted into a synthesis gas at high
temperatures. Otherwise, these processes
follow the basic model. For this reason, this
approach is discussed in Chapter 3 together
with the other electrolysis processes.

Various technological alternatives exist for each
of these steps and will be presented in Chapters
2 to 7. In addition, however, there are also

Figure 1: Basic model of the PtL process. Copyright: CENA Hessen.
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The approach that deviates most from the basic
model is the solar-to-liquid (StL) approach. In
this case, energy is not supplied via electric
current, but directly via solar thermal energy.
This also eliminates the electrolysis step. Using
solar energy to generate high temperatures,
water and CO2 are directly converted into a
synthesis gas in a reactor. Steps 4 and 5 then
follow the basic model. This is not a true PtL
process in the literal sense, given that electric
power does not play a role here. Nevertheless,
this approach is usually discussed alongside
the PtL processes and has therefore been
included in Chapter 8 of this publication.
Another approach that diverges substantially
from the basic model combines PtL and GtL
(gas-to-liquid) and was developed by the
company Caphenia. In this approach, the
synthesis gas energy is obtained for the most
part from methane, which can originate either
from fossil natural gas or from biogas, although
of course only biogas can be used to produce a
fuel generated from renewable sources. Water,
CO2 and electric power are added to the
methane, which constitutes the PtL component
of the process. Unlike in the basic model, no
electrolysis takes place here; water and CO2 are
converted at high temperatures and in
combination with the GtL component into a
synthesis gas. Steps 4 and 5 correspond to the
basic model. This approach is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 9.
A rough calculation of the electricity demand
and generation capacity required to meet the
German demand for kerosene with PtL is given
in Appendix 1. Since widely varying units
(tonnes, cubic meters, watt-hours, joules) must
be used in connection with PtL, an overview of
important definitions and conversion factors is
given in Appendix 2. Appendix 3 provides an
assessment of the Technological Readiness
Level (TRL) of the technological approaches
discussed in this paper.

2 Power supply
The supply of electric power is the first step in
the PtL process. In principle, electricity is
homogeneous, so from a technical point of view,
the subsequent process steps are not impacted
by the method used to generate the electricity.
Therefore, the generation of electricity is not a
separate research topic within the PtL process.
Nevertheless, the supply of electricity is a
critical factor.
There is consensus in the literature that liquid
fuels obtained by means of the PtL process can
only lead to an improvement in sustainability if
the electricity used is obtained predominantly or
exclusively from renewable sources.1 Due to the
high conversion losses – first in the conversion
of fossil fuels to electricity and then from
electricity back to PtL – PtL processes that would
use the Federal Republic of Germany's current
electricity mix would involve significantly higher
CO2 emissions than the production of the same
liquid fuels directly from crude oil.2 From a
sustainability point of view, therefore, the PtL
process has to be based on the use of
renewable electricity.
The main problem in supplying renewable
electricity is that it is primarily based on
photovoltaics and wind energy, neither of which
is available on a continuous basis. In contrast,
the synthesis processes at the end of the PtL
process are designed for continuous, 24/7/365
production. As a result, it is necessary to bridge
the gap between the intermittent generation of
electricity and the need for a continuous supply
of synthesis gas within the process chain. The
alternative is to supply continuously generated
renewable electricity, e.g., from hydropower,
but this option is only possible at specific
locations, and even there it can only be
expanded to a very limited extent.
In this context, it is important to keep in mind the
amount of electricity required to convert the
aviation industry’s fuel supply to PtL. German
domestic sales of aviation kerosene amounted

1

Schmidt, P., et al. (2018), p. 136.; Andresh, M., et
al. (2021), p. 18-19

2

Ibid.
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to 10.2 million tonnes in 2018.3 This
corresponds to an energy content of about 125
TWh (see Appendix 1 for details concerning the
calculation). Consequently, if electricity could
be converted into kerosene without any losses,
125 TWh of renewable electricity would be
required to meet the demand of aviation. In
reality, however, the conversion of electricity
into kerosene involves a conversion loss of
around 50%, so de facto 250 TWh of renewable
electricity would have to be provided. In
comparison, the Federal Republic of Germany's
total electricity generation from renewable
sources in 2018 was 225.7 TWh.4 Even if all the
Federal Republic of Germany's current
renewable electricity generation were used
exclusively to produce PtL kerosene, it would
not be sufficient to supply the aviation industry
with fuel. This demonstrates the impossibility of
producing all or even most of the required PtL
within the Federal Republic of Germany, but
also highlights the importance of the electricity
supply for the PtL process.

Federal Republic of Germany at the end of 2018
was 104.3 GW.6
In the Agora study, the investment costs for one
kW of electricity generation capacity were
estimated at around 900 euros for
photovoltaics, 1,500 euros for land-based wind
turbines, and 2,800 euros for offshore wind
turbines.7 Based on the current electricity mix in
the
Federal
Republic
of
Germany
(29.3%/58.47%/12.24%)8, a capacity of 165
GW would thus require an investment of 245
billion euros. Assuming a continuous supply
throughout the year, e.g., by means of a
geothermal plant (investment cost per kW of
power generation capacity = 2,500 euros9), and
thus a required generation capacity of 28.5 GW,
the costs would amount to 71.25 billion euros.

If electricity were generated from continuously
available sources (e.g., hydropower plants,
geothermal
energy)
and
continuously
throughout the year (8,760 hours per year), a
generation capacity of 28.5 GW would be
required to provide 250 TWh. If the required
energy is not continuously available, the
generation capacity must be oversized. If
provided from a source available for an average
of 12 hours per day (4,380 hours per year, e.g.,
the theoretical maximum for solar power in a
desert region5), the required capacity would be
57 GW; based on the average availability of
solar and wind power in the Federal Republic of
Germany (1,510 power hours), a capacity of
165 GW would be needed (calculations in
Appendix 1). For comparison, the installed solar
and wind power generation capacity in the

One concept often mentioned in political
debates is the use of surplus electricity
generated by photovoltaic or wind power. This
surplus is generated if particularly favorable
sunshine and/or wind conditions allow for a
greater amount of renewable energy than the
total existing demand at that time.10 The
advantage is that in this case, no additional
power generation capacity would be required to
produce PtL, and therefore no corresponding
costs would be incurred. However, the
availability of such excess electricity would be
even more intermittent than is already the case
with the supply of renewable electricity.
Moreover, the amount of surplus electricity that
could be used is quite limited in practice: the
amount of surplus electricity in 2019 amounted
to 6,482 gigawatt-hours.11 Even if this amount
were fully converted into liquid fuel without any
losses, it would result in only about 520,000
tonnes of liquid fuel; at a realistic conversion
efficiency of 50%, the figure comes to 260,000
tonnes of liquid fuel. This represents only about

3

7

Information provided by then German Environment
Agency (Umweltbundesamt)
4 Umweltbundesamt (2019), p.7
5 The actual value is likely to be much lower. The
Agora study estimates between 2,100 and 1,500 full
load hours for North Africa and between 2,200 and
2,600 full load hours for the Middle East. Frontier
economics (2018), p. 57
6 Umweltbundesamt (2019), pp.8-9

Frontier economics (2018), p. 56. In each case,
the reference value for 2020 was used, rounded to
the nearest 100 euros
8 Calculated from Umweltbundesamt (2019), pp. 89. Percentages were calculated from the stated
electricity generation from solar power plants,
onshore plants and offshore plants
9 Frontier economics (2018)
10 Noack, C. et al. (2015), S.9
11Statista Research Department (2022)
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2.5% of Germany's kerosene demand of 10.2
million tonnes in 2018.

3 Hydrogen supply via electrolysis

3.1 Presentation of electrolysis processes
Basically, there are three types of electrolysis:
• Alkaline electrolysis
• PEM electrolysis
• High-temperature electrolysis
Some other technological approaches, such as
AEM (anion exchange membrane), are still in
the experimental stage and will not be
discussed here.12
Alkaline electrolysis is the oldest form of
electrolysis. It has been used on an industrial
scale for a century, with the hydrogen generated
initially mainly being used to manufacture
ammonia for fertilizer production.13 Currently,
the world's largest alkaline electrolyzer (rated
power 156 megawatts) is in operation at the
Aswan Dam in Egypt.14 However, the largescale use of electrolysis for hydrogen
production has since been superseded by
hydrogen production from fossil natural gas. 15
Currently, alkaline electrolyzers are mainly used
for chloralkali electrolysis to produce chlorine
and sodium hydroxide16, with hydrogen as a
waste
product.
The
largest
alkaline
electrolyzers used for this purpose currently
have a capacity of 120 MW.17 The market leader
is thyssenkrupp with an electrolyzer series
modularized to a capacity of 20 MW.18
12

A brief description of AEM electrolysis can be
found in International Renewable Energy Agency:
Green Hydrogen Cost Reduction: Scaling up
Electrolysers to Meet the 1.5°C Climate Goal, Abu
Dhabi 2020, p. 34
13 Smolinka, T. et.al. (2015) p. 105
14 Geitmann, S. and Augsten, E. (2021)
15 Schmidt, P. et al. (2018) p. 129
16 Geitmann, S. and Augsten, E. (2021)
17 Information provided in phone call with
thyssenkrupp, 26.03.2020
18 Ibid.
19 Lettenmeier, P. (2019) p. 5.
20 Smolinka, T. et al. (2018) Figure 4-4

Alkaline electrolyzers have a porous separator
that physically separates the hydrogen and
oxygen gases but still allows the liquid
electrolyte to be exchanged.19 In the literature,
the conversion efficiency of alkaline electrolysis
for hydrogen production is reported to be
around 66%. This corresponds to an electrical
energy requirement of 4.6 kWh for the
production of one standard cubic meter of
hydrogen.20 Alkaline electrolyzers can be
operated within a load range of 1521 to 100%
and can thus react flexibly to fluctuations in the
position of the sun, for example. The
electrolyzers can be switched on and off (e.g.,
in response to wind fluctuations with wind
power), and the reaction time for a cold start is
approximately 50 minutes22. This tends to have
a negative effect on the lifespan of the
electrolyzers, but the problem can be avoided if
suitable protective measures are taken.23
PEM (proton exchange membrane) electrolysis
dates back to research conducted in the 1970s,
starting with research first published by General
Electric in 1973.24 For a long time, however, it
was limited to laboratory applications because
the cell lifespan was too short.25 PEM
electrolysis has only been in development on an
industrial scale for about 20 years.26 The name
is derived from the fact that a PEM electrolytic
cell has a solid electrolyte in the form of a
proton-conducting membrane.27 This allows for
smaller distances between electrodes and thus
a wider range of operating modes than is
possible with alkaline electrolysis.28 The largest
PEM electrolyzer currently in use in Germany
has a capacity of 5 MW.29 The lifespan of
modern PEM cells is only about 15% shorter

21

Ibid., Figure A-1
Ibid., Figure 4-6
23 Smolinka, T. et al. (2015) p. 114
24 Ibid., p. 105; Information from Siemens Hydrogen
Solutions, 9.12.2019
25 Ibid., p. 105
26 Lechleitner, S. (2016) p. 16
27 Lechleitner, S. (2016); Lettenmeier, P. (2019)
28 Lettenmeier, P. (2019)
29 This is the Silyser 200 electrolyzer produced by
Siemens and installed in Hamburg in 2017. The 5
MW does not refer to a single stack, but rather a
combination of four stacks, each with a capacity of
22
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than that of alkaline electrolysis cells, and
experts expect it to be significantly longer than
that of alkaline electrolysis cells in a few
decades.30 The conversion efficiency is similar
to that of alkaline electrolysis.31
The advantage of PEM electrolysis is its greater
partial load flexibility, which theoretically ranges
from 0-100%, although a lower limit of around
5% of the nominal power should be assumed in
practice, owing to the internal power
consumption of the peripheral components.32
The power up time for a cold start is about 10
minutes, while the time from standby to nominal
capacity is only 10 seconds.33 A relevant
reduction in lifespan as a result of quickly
switching the electrolyzers on and off is not
mentioned in the literature.
In high-temperature electrolysis of steam
(HTES), the separator is a hydrogen ion
conducting solid electrolyte to which the
electrodes are attached. Superheated water
vapor is supplied to the cathode, which reacts to
form hydrogen and oxygen ions.34 The use of
superheated water vapor means that part of the
energy required to split the water is supplied
thermally. This process is carried out at a
temperature level of 800° to 1000°C.35 Due to
these high temperatures, high-temperature
electrolysis requires significantly lower cell
voltages than other electrolysis processes and
thus achieves high power-related efficiency
levels.36 This high conversion efficiency (around
80%) is the main advantage of hightemperature electrolysis - the conversion losses
come to only about half of those in the other
electrolysis processes. In practice, however,
this efficiency can likely only be achieved if the
required high temperatures do not have to be
generated using electricity, but instead are

1.25 MW. Information from Siemens Hydrogen
Solutions, 9.12.2019.
30 Smolinka, T. et al. (2018) Figure 4-6
31 Lechleitner, S. (2016) p. 16; Smolinka, T. et al.
(2018) Figure A-4
32 Lechleitner, S. (2016) p. 16
33 Ibid.
34 Brinner, A. et al. (2018) p. 15
35 Lechleitner, S. (2016) p. 17
36 Ibid.

supplied by other means.37 If the downstream
synthesis takes place at the same site as the
electrolysis, the waste heat from the synthesis
process can be used as a heat source38,
although in the case of CO 2 extraction from the
ambient air, this competes with the energy
requirements associated with the extraction
process39.
The main disadvantage of high-temperature
electrolysis is its low degree of flexibility.
Switching the electrolyzers on and off and the
associated temperature fluctuations lead to a
high load on the cells, which drastically shortens
their lifespan and, in the event of the stack
powering up unevenly, can lead to direct
destruction of the cells.40 Additionally, the partial
load behavior of high-temperature electrolysis is
not especially dynamic.41
High-temperature electrolyzers are not yet
being used on a large scale, but they are subject
of basic research. Two different approaches are
being applied here:
•

•

The first of these approaches couples
the electrolyzer with downstream
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis and uses its
waste heat to reach the required high
temperatures. This approach is being
pursued by the KIT-affiliated company
SunFire. Further research work in this
field is being carried out at the Jülich
Nuclear Research Center.42
The second approach is the oxyfuel
process,
which
generates
high
temperatures
using
biomass.43
However, this process is designed to
produce methane and not synthesis
gas44 and will therefore not be
considered further in this paper.

37

Smolinka, T. et al. (2015) p. 105; Smolinka, T. et
al. (2018) p. 36
38 Frontier economics (2018) p. 61
39 Ibid., p. 62
40 Ausfelder, F. und Dura, H. (2019) Section 7.2., p.
131. Here, temperature differences at the front and
back of the stack of 50 to 100°C were considered.
41 Smolinka, T. et al. (2018) Figure A-1
42 Ausfelder, F. und Dura, H. (2019) p. 38
43 Ibid., p. 42.
44 Ausfelder, F. und Dura, H. (2019) p. 42
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3.2 Comparison of processes

3.3 Required Capacity

The varying properties of the different
electrolysis processes also translate into
different ways of compensating for the irregular
availability of solar and wind energy.

Even in the cases of alkaline and PEM
electrolysis, the capacity currently in use is
grossly disproportionate to the capacity that
would be required to supply aviation with PtL
kerosene. According to figures from the
International Energy Agency (IEA), the average
new capacity of water electrolyzers installed
worldwide each year from 2010-2017 was only
about 10 MW. Except for a few major projects
by Siemens, these were overwhelmingly
alkaline electrolyzers. In 2018, the newly
installed capacity was slightly higher, but still
only amounted to 20 MW.45 However, the trend
here is clearly toward larger plants; the current
world's largest PEM electrolyzer, built by
Hydrogenics / Cummins46 and commissioned
by Air Liquid in January 2021, has a capacity of
20 MW. The plant, located in Bécancour,
Canada, thus has the same capacity on its own
as the total new capacity installed worldwide in
2018. The plant is expected to deliver up to
3,000 tonnes of hydrogen annually. 47 In
Germany, the Linde Group has announced
plans to commission a PEM electrolyzer with a
capacity of 24 MW in 2022.48 This will consist of
12 individual modules with 2 MW each and will
produce around 10 tonnes of hydrogen per
day.49

In the case of PEM electrolysis and, to a lesser
extent, alkaline electrolysis, the electrolyzer can
be switched on and off depending on
availability. By appropriately oversizing the
electrolysis process and subsequent hydrogen
storage, the following process steps of
synthesis gas production and further processing
can then be carried out continuously. The
disadvantages of this approach are the need to
build intermediate storage facilities for the
hydrogen and the high capacity costs per tonne
of kerosene, since both the electrolysis process
and the upstream power generation process
have to be oversized.
In the case of high-temperature electrolysis, it is
not possible to switch the electrolyzer on and
off. These processes can therefore only be used
to produce sustainable kerosene where there is
continuous renewable power generation, e.g.,
when it is supplied from a hydroelectric power
plant. The disadvantages in this case are that
hydroelectric power plants built exclusively to
supply the PtL process would entail very high
investment costs, and there are hardly any
suitable locations for new hydroelectric power
plants, at least within the Federal Republic of
Germany.
It should be noted in this context, however, that
this statement regarding the need for
continuous power generation applies to the
current state of the art. PEM electrolysis
required decades of research to achieve the
current cell lifespan, and it cannot be ruled out
that in a few decades there could be hightemperature electrolysis cells that permit a high
degree of flexibility. This, however, is largely a
theoretical possibility.

45

Mitrova, T. et al. (2019) p. 47 and Figure 13

As presented in Chapter 2, even with
uninterrupted energy availability, a power
generation capacity of 28.5 GW would be
required to meet the kerosene demand of the
German aviation industry with PtL kerosene.
Based on more realistic assumptions, the
required capacity lies between 60 and 165 GW.
Since the electrolysis capacity must be
dimensioned according to the power generation
capacity, a capacity between 60 and 165 GW
must also be assumed for the electrolyzers. To
reach this capacity by 2050, between 2 and 5
GW of new electrolysis capacity would have to
be installed annually. This is a factor of 100 to
250 times higher than the annual new
installations totaling 20 MW in 2018, except that
the 2 to 5 GW refers to additional capacity to
47

Ibid.
Höppner, A. (2021)
49 Dietrich, A. (2022)
48

46

Hydrogenics was acquired by Cummins during
the project lifetime
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meet the needs of German aviation, while the
20 MW refers to new installations worldwide.
This does not even take into account the fact
that electrolyzers reach the end of their service
life after 10 to 20 years and have to be
replaced.50
These are staggering figures, but they are
fundamentally achievable. A market survey
conducted by DWV51 among its member
companies led to the statement that the annual
supply capacity for electrolyzers could range
between 13 and 16 GW as early as 2025. This
is a summation of the statements made by
individual companies and does not take into
account the likely cumulative effect on the
availability of e. g. raw materials if all these
companies were to simultaneously expand their
capacities.
Nevertheless,
the
required
expansion of electrolysis capacity is on a scale
that is considered realistic by the market
players.

4 Hydrogen storage
Hydrogen is gaseous under normal ambient
conditions and is lighter than air. Storage of
hydrogen under ambient conditions would
therefore require immense containers. In
practice, therefore, hydrogen is stored either in
compressed form in pressure tanks, or else in
liquid gas tanks at greatly reduced
temperatures. For the rather small quantities of
hydrogen currently being used, this type of
storage is completely adequate; however, for
the quantities that would be required for a
complete transition to PtL kerosene, this would
be very costly and involve a vast consumption
of space and materials.

unavailable. If solar power is used in a desert
region near the equator, the hydrogen storage
will only need to buffer the night periods on a
regular basis. In principle, the system can
manage with a storage capacity covering half a
day's demand, although in practice, additional
storage will be required to buffer extreme
weather conditions (e.g., sandstorms or snow).
For use in the Federal Republic of Germany, it
can be assumed that there will be a combined
supply of solar and wind power. Here, it is
necessary to buffer the times when neither solar
nor wind energy is available to a sufficient
extent, which is currently anticipated primarily in
February and toward the end of the year.52
König, D. H. et al. (2015) state the amount to be
stored as 11% of the annual hydrogen volume,
but this is based on a strictly offshore power
supply without partial compensation by
negatively correlated peaks in the supply of
solar power.53 CENA's own calculations based
on a combined supply from solar and wind
power for a Hessian site also showed a storage
requirement in the range of 10 to 15%, if
synthesis plant downtime is to be completely
avoided. The required storage volume can
however be significantly reduced if occasional
underutilization and downtime are tolerated.

The exact amount of hydrogen that would need
to be stored depends on the length of the
longest period in which renewable electricity is

As calculated in Chapter 2, replacing the total
energy demand of the aviation sector would
require 250 TWh of electricity generation. For
the subsequent electrolysis step, losses of 33%
can be assumed, as explained in Chapter 3,
resulting in a generation requirement of 167
TWh of hydrogen, most of which would be used
immediately. If we use König, D. H. et al. (2015)
to assume that the amount to be stored is 11%
of the total, this will result in a storage
requirement of 18.3 TWh. That is 18.3 billion
KWh, and since 1 CBM of hydrogen has a
calorific value of 2.995 KWh54, this is equivalent
to a volume of 6.1 billion CBM of hydrogen. In
practice, it would be possible to reduce this
inventory by scheduling maintenance at times

50

52

Smolinka, T. et al. (2018) Figure A-3 states a
value of 20 years. Oral information from one vendor
indicated 10 years for the stacks and 20 years for
frame and periphery.
51 Deutscher Wasserstoff- und BrennstoffzellenVerband (2022)

Stefan Peter, S. (2013) p. 38; Lechleitner, S.
(2016) p. 5
53 König, D. H. et al. (2015) Slide 13
54 Deutscher Wasserstoff- und BrennstoffzellenVerband e.V. (2016)
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when experience has shown that wind and solar
lulls are likely to occur. Nevertheless, largescale deployment of PtL technology in Germany
will require storage capacities that make
storage in conventional tanks unrealistic.
An alternative currently often discussed in
connection with the transition to a hydrogen
economy is storing hydrogen by feeding it into
the natural gas grid. This however implies that
the hydrogen will mix with the natural gas. This
is not a problem if the hydrogen is only intended
as a means of storing energy. In the PtL
process, however, the hydrogen must be used
as a material in the subsequent process and
therefore cannot be mixed, hence this kind of
storage cannot be used in the case of PtL.
Another alternative form of storage is chemical
bonding to other substances from which the
hydrogen can later be extracted. Examples of
this
are
ammonia
and
perhydrodibenzyltoluene.55 However, this method
involves significant energy losses and is
primarily intended for the transport of hydrogen,
as an alternative to hydrogen liquefaction,
which is even more energy intensive.
Another alternative is storage in caverns, which
is possible only if caverns are sufficiently leakproof for hydrogen. Unfortunately, no published
empirical data on this subject is available to
date.
There is a wide range of storage options using
steel tanks, from storage under atmospheric
conditions to 700 bar pressure tanks, as used in
passenger cars, and liquefaction of hydrogen.
Estimates for the cost of hydrogen storage in
steel tanks, expressed in euros per unit of
hydrogen, therefore vary considerably.56 In the
Agora study, storage costs were estimated at 27
euros per kilowatt-hour of hydrogen, based on
storage in steel tanks.57 König, D. H. et al.
(2015), on the other hand, refer to a paper by

55

Sens, L. et al. (2022)
Own research by CENA
57 Frontier economics (2018) p. 67
58 König, D. H. et al. (2015) Slide 16
59 BloombergNEF (2020)
60 Ibid.
56

Cortogino and Huebner and state storage costs
of 0.04 euros per kilowatt-hour of hydrogen
based on storage in caverns.58 Similar values
are also quoted in a recent study by Bloomberg,
where the cost of geological storage of
hydrogen is estimated at between 0.23 and 1.90
USD per kilogram of hydrogen; this corresponds
to a cost of between 0.01 and 0.05 euros per
kilowatt-hour of hydrogen.59 In that study,
however, the cost of storage in steel tanks is
assumed to be lower than in the Agora study. 60
Assuming
the
aforementioned
storage
requirement of 8.3 TWh and using the Agora
study values, in order to meet the entire demand
of the aviation industry with PtL kerosene,
storage of this quantity of hydrogen in caverns
would cost only 333 million euros, whereas it
would cost 225 billion euros in steel tanks, i.e.,
about 675 times as much. A recently published
study by AFRY on behalf of Agora
Energiewende, however, arrives at a less
extreme factor of around 33 times the cost. 61 In
any case, there is no dispute that future storage
of hydrogen on a large scale should take place
in caverns.62 The possibility of storage in
caverns will thus be a significant factor in the
local production costs of hydrogen.
Another alternative to hydrogen storage under
pressure is liquefaction. However, this requires
cooling to below minus 253°C and in most
cases will remain a purely theoretical possibility,
as the associated energy loss is massive. In
existing plants, the energy requirement for
liquefaction is 10 to 15 kWh per kilogram of
liquid hydrogen.63, 64, 65 With hydrogen's energy
content of 33.33 kWh/kg, this results in an
energy loss of between 30 and 45%.
However, the existing plants do not represent
the current state of the art, as they are several
decades old, with some of them built in
connection with the space programs of that
time.66 With current technology, it is possible to
reduce
the
energy
requirement
to
61

Agora Energiewende and AFRY Management
Consulting (2021) p. 65
62 Ibid., p. 75-76
63 Hajek, M. (2014)
64 Quack, H. (2002)
65 Cardella, U. et al. (2017)
66 Quack, H. (2002)
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approximately 6 to 7 kWh/kg67, although these
concepts have not yet been implemented on a
large scale. Even in this case, however, the
energy losses still come to around 18 to 21%.
The theoretic minimum specific process-related
energy requirement is between 2.6 and 3.9
kWh/kg68, and the minimum energy loss thus
amounts to 8 to 12%.

5 CO2 supply

Alongside energy and water, CO2 is the third
major input factor in the PtL process. CO2 is
present virtually everywhere in the atmosphere,
but only at a very low concentration of 0.04%. 69
This concentration is about 33% higher than the
CO2 content of the atmosphere in pre-industrial
times – about 280 ppm70 – which is considered
the main cause of present global warming.
Nevertheless, the absolute proportion is
vanishingly small, with the result that direct
extraction from the earth's atmosphere requires
the throughput of very large quantities of air and
is thus a correspondingly cumbersome process.
A fundamentally simpler way of extracting CO2
is to extract it from the exhaust gases of
stationary emitters, where the CO2 is present in
much larger percentages. Both approaches –
recovery from the exhaust gases of stationary
plants and recovery from ambient air – are
currently being studied in connection with the
development of the PtL process.
5.1 CO2 from stationary emitters
Unlike otherwise stated the following data
concerning CO2 emissions from German
stationary emitters is taken from the master's
thesis "Holistic consideration of fuel generation
from electricity including CO2 sources using
Germany as a case study" by Simon
Lechleitner, written as a master's thesis at
Mittweida University of Applied Sciences in
2016.
67

Cardella, U. et al. (2017) p.10-11
Hajek, M. (2014)
69 Hessisches Landesamt für Naturschutz, Umwelt
und Geologie (2022)

By far the largest share of industrial CO2
emissions is caused by combustion for energy
generation, either for electricity generation in
power plants or for the generation of process
heat (e.g., for blast furnaces or in glass
production). These combustion gases inevitably
contain a high proportion of impurities from soot,
nitrogen and/or other products of incomplete
combustion. When sulfur-containing fossil fuels
are used, the presence of sulfur and sulfur
compounds in the exhaust gas is also to be
expected.
Only a relatively small proportion of CO 2
emissions are related to the nature of raw
materials and thus unavoidable. The largest
amount of these CO2 emissions takes place in
the cement industry at around 12 million tonnes
per year. The purity level of these CO 2
emissions tends to be significantly higher. It is
greatest in ammonia production, where due to
the nature of the process, the CO2 is almost
pure (99.5%). However, CO2 emissions from the
ammonia industry are to a large extent already
utilized for processing into urea, precisely
because the raw material is so pure.
As a product of natural biological decomposition, CO2 is generated by biogas plants,
biowaste fermentation, wastewater treatment
plants and bioethanol production. This CO2 also
tends to have a very high degree of purity.
However, the absolute amount produced
annually is rather small, totaling 3 million tonnes
of CO2, and corresponds stoichiometrically to
only about the carbon equivalent of one million
tonnes of kerosene. Moreover, this CO2 is
produced in a decentralized manner at
hundreds of plants.

70

Fasihi, M. et al. (2019) p. 957
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Table: Stationary CO2 sources in the Federal Republic of Germany, 2016. Copyright: CENA Hessen.

Industry

CO2 quantity per
year (in million
tonnes)

Notes

Lignite-fired power plants

159

Nearly continuous operation

Hard coal-fired power plants

96

Discontinuous operation

Steel industry

57

Mineral oil refineries

23

Cement industry

23

Energy-related

11

Raw material-related

12

Lime industry

8

Energy-related

5

Raw material-related

3

Ammonia production

6

Nearly continuous operation

CO2 process gas

4

Purity 99,5%

Energy-related (flue gas)

2

Glass industry

4

High proportion of alternative fuels

Nearly continuous operation

Bio-based CO2 sources
Biogas plants

1

Biowaste fermentation

0,3

Sewage treatment plants

0,8

Bioethanol production

Distributed over hundreds of plants
Distributed over hundreds of plants

1

Overall, CO2 emissions related to raw materials
or decomposition amount to around 22 million
tonnes per year, which stoichiometrically
corresponds to around 7 million tonnes of
kerosene, or two-thirds of Germany's kerosene
requirements.
Combustion-related
CO2
emissions total more than ten times this
amount.
Estimates of the cost of cleaning industrial
emissions typically vary between 40 and 120
USD per tonne of CO2.71 This cost estimate
does not apply to CO2 emissions that are
already very pure, such as those from ammonia
production, where the value is more likely to be
30 EUR per tonne of CO2 or lower.72 However,
it is not clear whether the purification processes
underlying these cost estimates can produce a
sufficiently pure syngas in all cases. Both
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis and methanol
synthesis require very high synthesis gas purity,
with sulfur in particular being a critical catalyst

poison whose concentration must not exceed
low ppb values for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis73
and must also remain below 1 ppm for methanol
synthesis74. Thus far, no studies have been
conducted on the purification of industrial waste
gases where the CO2 was subsequently used in
synthesis processes.
5.2 Extraction of CO2 from the atmosphere
Extraction of CO2 from the atmosphere (direct
air capture - DAC) was already being studied in
the nineties as part of a project by the state of
Baden-Württemberg75 and is currently being
explored by various universities and startups.
The most advanced is the Swiss company
Climeworks, which already operates two such
plants in Hinwil76 (Figure 2).

71

74

72

75

Leeson, D. et al. (2017) p. 73-76
Ibid.
73 Rauch, R., et al. (2018) p. 507

Specht, M. et al. (2000) p.74
Ibid.
76 Climeworks (2022a)
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In these plants, the air is sucked in by pumps
and passed through a filter where the CO2
becomes chemically bound. When the filter is
full, it is heated to about 100°C, which releases
the CO2 from the chemical bonds and makes it
available for the subsequent process steps. 77
The first of these plants has been in operation
since May 2017 with the capacity to recover 900
tonnes of CO2 per year.78 A smaller unit
consisting of only one module is already being
used for PtL production at the Solarbelt Fairfuel
GmbH plant in Werlte (Figure 3).

plant is located in Squamish, British Columbia. 83
The plant has a capacity of one tonne of CO2
per day.84 The technical approach is similar to
that of Climeworks, but it uses calcium
carbonate to capture the CO2.85 This material
requires heating to temperatures of around
900°C to dissolve the bond, which results in a
higher energy demand.86 Other companies
working in this field are Global Thermostat,
which works similarly to Climeworks at
temperatures around 100°C87, and Infinitree88,
about whose technology little is known.89

Figure 2: Climeworks plant for the extraction of CO2
from the atmosphere in Hinwil. Copyright
Climeworks.

The process of heating up to 100°C tends to
involve a demand for additional energy.
However, if the downstream synthesis takes
place at the same site as the CO2 extraction, the
waste heat from the synthesis process can be
used as a heat source.79 In combination with
alkaline or PEM electrolysis, waste heat from
the electrolysis process can also be used as a
heat source.80 In high-temperature electrolysis,
on the other hand, the waste heat is needed for
pre-heating the water and hence not available
to meet the energy requirements for DAC.81

Figure 3: Climeworks plant in Werlte. Copyright
Solarbelt Fairfuel.

A second company that has also recently been
operating an experimental plant for the
extraction of CO2 from the atmosphere is the
Canadian company Carbon Engineering.82 This

The main disadvantage of extracting CO2 from
ambient air is the associated cost, which
Climeworks currently estimates at 600 EUR per
tonne of CO2.90 Since the production of one

77

84

Climeworks (2022b)
Batteiger, V. (2017) p.19
79 Frontier economics (2018) pp. 62,64
80 Fasihi, M. et al. (2019) p. 976
81 See the process simulations in Heß, D. et al.
(2020) p.37
82 Carbon Engineering (2022a)
83 Carbon Engineering (2022b)
78

Information provided in phone call with Carbon
Engineering on 24.06.2020
85 Heß, D. et al. (2020) p.4
86 Fasihi, M. et al. (2019) pp. 961-962
87 Ibid.
88 Batteiger, V. et al. (2017)
89 Fasihi, M. et al. (2019) p. 960
90 Information provided in phone call with
Climeworks, 19.3.2020
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tonne of kerosene stoichiometrically requires
3.15 tons of CO2, this corresponds to 1,890
EUR per tonne of kerosene. For the larger
plants planned by Climeworks, however, the
cost per tonne of CO2 is expected to be
halved.91 Climeworks states that with their
current process, CO2 extracted from the air
already has a purity level of 99.9%.

6 Synthesis gas production
In the typical PtL process, hydrogen is first
produced and then combined with CO2.
However, CO2 is inert and must be converted to
CO for the subsequent synthesis steps. This
process step is called a reverse water gas shift
reaction. The result is a synthesis gas
consisting of hydrogen and CO, ideally in a
stoichiometric ratio of 2:1.92
This differs from high-temperature electrolysis
and the StL process, where water and CO2 are
converted into hydrogen and CO in a single
step. In high temperature electrolysis, this step
is carried out in the form of co-electrolysis using
steam, and in the StL process, it is achieved
directly using solar thermal heating of the water
and CO2. The advantages of this approach are
lower conversion losses compared with the
sequential procedure and the fact that the two
reactions (electrolysis and the reverse water
gas shift reaction) take place in one reactor,
which reduces the amount of equipment
required.93

7 Synthesis and processing into kerosene
There are three known approaches for the
production of liquid fuel from synthesis gas. The
best-known and most widely used approach is
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. There are also
synthesis routes using methanol as well as
higher-grade alcohols.
7.1 Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
This process was developed as early as 1925 at
the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Coal Research
as a method of producing fuel from coal94, and
it was further developed and implemented on a
large scale in subsequent decades. It was of
particular importance during the Second World
War, as the possibility of importing crude oil to
supply the German refineries was limited, which
meant that the German armed forces had to use
synthetic fuels for part of their fuel supply.95 With
the availability of low-cost crude oil after the end
of the Second World War, refining crude oil was
the more cost-effective alternative, so the
production of synthetic fuels was discontinued.96 One exception was in South Africa
where, beginning in the 1950s97, an industry
was established to convert South African coal
into liquid fuel. A major factor in the expansion
of this industry was the worldwide embargo
against the South African apartheid regime and
the resulting problems the country had
importing crude oil in the 1980s. In the FischerTropsch (FT) plants built by the South African
company Sasol (Suid Afrikaanse Steenkool en
Olie) for these reasons, kerosene was produced
from coal for the first time.
Beginning in 1999, with the end of the apartheid
regime, South Africa then pursued the approval
of Fischer-Tropsch kerosene for aviation
purposes, which was initially granted by
DefStan as a special approval limited to
individual South African refineries 98, and in
2009 was granted as a general approval by
ASTM99. ASTM (the American Society for the

Ibid.
Rauch, R. et al. (2018) p. 505
93 Ausfelder, F. und Dura. H. (2019) p. 38
94 Wagemann, K., Tippkötter, N. (2018) p. 219
95 Janiak, C. et al. (2007)
91

96
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Ibid.
Rauch, R. et al. (2018) p. 498
98 Moses, C.A. et al. (2003) p. 7
99 In coordination with the European DefStan, ASTM
(the American Society for the Testing of Materials)
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Testing of Materials) and the English DefStan
(Defence Standard) jointly issue the Jet A / Jet
A-1 kerosene standard that is used in most parts
of the world. The initial approval process for
alternative non-crude oil kerosene was through
DefStan, but a later agreement between the two
organizations stipulates that alternative
kerosene will be approved by ASTM, and
DefStan will adopt ASTM's assessment. ASTM
approval is thus a prerequisite for airline use of
a kerosene. Once granted, such approval is
valid for all kerosene produced in accordance
with an approved process. In the case of
Fischer-Tropsch, the approval relates to the
step from synthesis gas to kerosene and is
independent of the source material, i.e.,
whether the synthesis gas was obtained from
coal or other substances.100
Although the Fischer-Tropsch process was
originally developed for the conversion of coal,
it is now mainly used for the conversion of
natural gas, particularly in Qatar and
Malaysia.101 The use of the process for biomass
conversion has been attempted on several
occasions – first by the company Choren102 over
a decade ago – but has not yet been successful.
No large-scale plant for the production of
Fischer-Tropsch products based on renewable
raw materials yet exists anywhere in the
world.103 Two more recent attempts to produce
FT kerosene from biomass are currently being
undertaken in projects by the American
companies Fulcrum (feedstock: household
waste)104 and Red Rock Biofuels (feedstock:
wood)105. Fulcrum's plant was completed in
early July 2021.106 The Fulcrum plant has
announced a production start date of the "first
quarter of 2022,"107 although this date has
already been postponed several times. 108
Meanwhile, the construction of Red Rock's plant
was halted in the spring of 2021 in a partially
completed state and has not been resumed to
issues the fuel specifications for Jet A / Jet A-1
kerosene, which is the jet fuel specification used in
most countries.
100 ASTM (2021a) Annex 1
101 Höring, M. and Donath, E.E. (1974)
102 Choren Industrietechnik (2022)
103 Bullerdiek, N.et al. (2022)
104 Fulcrum BioEnergy (2022)
105 Red Rock Biofuels (2022)

date.109 In mid-February 2022, Red Rock
announced that its management had been
completely overhauled and that the company
was looking for a partner to finance the
completion of the plant.110 The current status of
the project must therefore be considered
questionable, and the start of production in 2022
that was still posted on Red Rock's website in
early 2021 seems unlikely. Nevertheless, if
these projects are successful, the problems with
FT processing of biomass can be considered
solved.
Experts cite the greater heterogeneity of
biomass as the reason behind the problems
with biomass as a feedstock. For the PtL
process, no published empirical data is
available on the purity of a synthesis gas
produced from hydrogen and CO2. Since
hydrogen that is produced electrolytically is very
pure, it can be assumed that the CO2's origin
and the purification process are the decisive
factors that determine the purity in this case.
The Fischer-Tropsch process is an established
process that is already being used industrially
on a very large scale. Currently, the world's
largest Fischer-Tropsch plants are those of the
Pearl consortium in Qatar, with an annual
production of 51 million barrels (about 6.5
million tonnes)111 of gas-to-liquid fuel. There are
several major players with expertise in building
Fischer-Tropsch plants, notably Shell (a partner
in the Pearl consortium) and Sasol. However,
this type of plant involves very high fixed costs
and can therefore only be operated costeffectively on a very large scale. To be able to
use feedstock from smaller sources (e.g., single
biogas plants), some research institutions have
collaborated with startups to develop processes
that are designed for smaller sources. Key
players here are the English company
Velocys112 and the German company
Ineratec113, a spin-off from KIT.114 Ineratec
106

Fulcrum BioEnergy (2021a)
Fulcrum BioEnergy (2021b)
108 Tracking of announcements by CENA
109 Jester, D. und Winter, K. (2022)
110 BusinessWire (2022)
111 Shell Global (2022)
112 Velocys (2022)
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plans to build a pioneer power-to-liquid plant in
Industriepark Höchst in Hessen that will be able
to generate up to 4.6 million liters per year of FT
product starting in 2022.115 An initial Ineratec
plant for the continuous production of FT
product was inaugurated by Solarbelt Fairfuel in
2021116 and is scheduled to go into regular
operation in 2022.117 This plant has a production
capacity of around 350 tonnes of FT product
and is the world's first plant to produce PtL
product on an industrial scale.118
In the Fischer-Tropsch process, the synthesis
gas is converted into hydrocarbons with a wide
range of chain lengths with the aid of iron or
cobalt catalysts119, during which the distribution
of the hydrocarbon chain lengths can be
adjusted to a certain extent.120 Further
processing of the waxes into liquid fuel is then
achieved by isomerization and hydrocracking.121 Alternatively, it is technically
possible to use the Fischer-Tropsch product as
feedstock in a conventional refinery. This latter
process has now been approved by ASTM.122
7.2 Methanol synthesis
In methanol synthesis, the synthesis gas is first
converted into methanol by means of copper-,
zinc- or aluminum oxide-based catalysts.123
This process step was first tested several
decades ago by the company Mobil and is
generally well known.124 A plant for the
conversion of CO2 and water to methanol
already exists and is operated by the company
Carbon Recycling International.125 This plant
was commissioned in 2012 and has an annual
capacity of 4,000 tonnes126, making it more of a
demonstration plant. However, the company
offers technology solutions for plants that
produce methanol at an annual capacity of
50,000 to 100,000 tonnes.127 Other players in
115

Hessisches Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Energie,
Verkehr und Wohnen (2021)
116 Atmosfair (2021a)
117 Information provided by Ineratec, April 2022
118 Atmosfair (2021b)
119 ASTM D7566, Annex 1
120 Rauch, R. et al. (2018) pp. 532-535
121 Bullerdiek, N. et al. (2019) Chapter 11.1
122 ASTM (2021b)
123 ASTM (2021c)
124 Schmidt, P. et al. (2018) p. 131

this field are thyssenkrupp and Mitsubishi
Hitachi. The advantage of methanol synthesis
over Fischer-Tropsch synthesis is that it
circumvents the reverse water-gas shift reaction
and thus prevents the energy losses associated
with that step.128
In a second step, the methanol must then be
converted into kerosene. The execution of this
step is currently being researched at the
University of Bremen.129 ASTM approval of this
process has not yet been applied for, and will
first require that the methanol has been
successfully processed into kerosene and the
researchers are able to produce the quantities
required for the approval tests.
7.3 Alcohol synthesis
In alcohol synthesis, the first step is to
catalytically convert the synthesis gas into
higher alcohols, such as ethanol, propane or
butanol130 The second step is to further process
the gas into kerosene. The company Swedish
Biofuels is currently researching this
approach.131 This type of further processing has
already been approved by ASTM for ethanol
and isobutanol132; approval for conversion of
other alcohols to kerosene is currently ongoing.

8 The solar-to-liquid approach

The solar-to-liquid approach is currently being
researched mainly at ETH Zurich (Prof. Dr. Aldo
Steinfeld). Conceptually, the approach uses
parabolic mirrors to concentrate sunlight and
reach a temperature of 1,500°C at the focal
point, where water and CO2 are then converted

125
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directly into a synthesis gas consisting of
hydrogen and CO.133 The advantage of this
process is that it eliminates the conversion
losses that occur in the PtL process, first during
electricity generation and then during
electrolysis. These conversion losses are
considerable, since common solar collectors
convert less than 20% of incoming solar energy
into electricity134, and the subsequent electrolysis of the generated electricity results in further
conversion losses of up to 33% (for more
information on losses during electrolysis, see
Chapter 3). In contrast, the concentration of
sunlight using mirrors is associated with only
minor losses; most of the solar energy can be
used to reach the desired high temperatures. 135
One disadvantage of this process is that it
requires complex mechanics to constantly
adjust the mirrors to maintain the focus despite
the changing position of the sun. Another
disadvantage is that the process relies
exclusively on solar energy, so unlike with
electricity, it is not possible to compensate for
periods of weak sunlight with wind energy. This
disadvantage should not be underestimated:
the Agora study estimates that pure solar
energy in North Africa yields only about 2,300
full-load hours per year, while the combination
of photovoltaics and wind power yields 4,300
hours.136 In this concept, hydrogen is not used
as an intermediary product, thus there is no
need for hydrogen storage. The concept
envisages temporary storage of the synthesis
gas, but thus far there are no known studies on
this aspect of the process.

Spain.138 Much larger plants, in particular a
large plant in Spain139, have been designed but
have not yet progressed beyond the status of
paper studies. The EU-funded SUN-to-LIQUID
project in Spain began in 2016140 and produced
kerosene for the first time in June 2019 141. In
2021, the company Synhelion received a
funding commitment of around 4 million euros
for the construction of the world's first industrial
plant for solar fuels.142 The plant is currently
being built in Jülich, Germany, where it
produced synthesis gas for the first time in
August 2022.143 It is expected to supply fuel
starting in 2023.144 According to Synhelion, the
capacity of this plant is 100 standard cubic
meters of synthesis gas per hour. 145 This
corresponds to 150 CBM of liquid fuel
annually146 (around 120 tonnes), although the
number of full-load hours assumed for this
calculation has not been stated.

A laboratory facility for the StL concept exists on
the roof of ETH Zurich (Figure 4). This plant is
in continuous operation and produces liquid fuel
in the milliliter range (about 100 ml daily). 137 A
plant 10 times as large is located in Móstoles,

Figure 4: StL laboratory facility on the roof of ETH
Zurich. The reactor is the device at the focus point of
the parabolic mirror. Copyright Melanie Heininger.
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9 The Caphenia process147
The synthesis gas production process
developed by Caphenia is a hybrid process that
combines features of PtL and the production of
liquid fuel from energy gases (gas-to-liquid, or
GtL for short). The process takes place in a
single multi-stage zone reactor. The input
materials are methane (CH4), CO2, water and
electricity. In the first stage, the methane is
heated in the absence of oxygen (methane
pyrolysis), which causes it to split into elemental
carbon and hydrogen. Part of the resulting
carbon is then combined with CO2 in the second
stage, which is thus converted into CO in a
Boudouard reaction. In the third stage, the
remaining carbon is combined with water and
converted into carbon monoxide and hydrogen
in a heterogeneous water-gas shift reaction.
This process facilitates the production of a
synthesis gas with a flexible ratio of CO to
hydrogen, depending on whether liquid fuels or
other products are to be produced at the end. In
the case of liquid fuel production, the ratio of
hydrogen to carbon monoxide required for
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis is 2:1.
The advantage of this process is that the
material streams are optimally utilized. Apart
from the final product – synthesis gas – no
material streams are released from the process.
In contrast, in a typical PtL process, oxygen and
water are non-essential reactants that leave the
system during electrolysis and the reverse
water-gas shift reaction, respectively, which
means the process loses energy. Therefore, the
Caphenia approach has a higher level of energy
efficiency than the stand-alone PtL process.

requirements for renewable fuels. On the other
hand, if the methane is obtained from biogas,
the resulting fuel could offer a very high GHG
reduction factor, though the actual figure would
depend on the biomass used.
When methane from fossil natural gas is used,
the cost of producing kerosene using the
Caphenia process is competitive compared to
conventional kerosene. When methane
obtained from biogas is used, the prices are
higher, but remain far below those of PtL.
However, the Caphenia process is mainly a
biobased process, not an electricity-based
process.
The Caphenia process is currently just a
concept and thus far has only been tested on a
laboratory scale. However, MAN has already
developed and designed a reactor to be built.
Caphenia intends to build a demonstration plant
at the Infrasev Höchst industrial park in
Frankfurt am Main. At this demonstration plant,
the novel process will be combined with a
biogas plant that will also serve as a CO2
source. No prior purification of this CO2 will be
required.

The process developed by Caphenia obtains
most of the energy contained in the end product
from methane, while, according to Caphenia's
calculations, the electricity consumption per
tonne of kerosene produced only amounts to
about 15% of the electricity consumed during
the normal PtL process. If the methane is
derived from fossil natural gas, the liquid fuels
that ultimately result from the process do not
meet the Renewable Energy Directive's
147

This chapter is based on information and
documents provided by Caphenia, in particular the

paper "Ein neuer Prozess zur Herstellung von
synthetischen Kraftstoffen" by Andreas Waibel,
February 2020
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Appendix

Appendix 1: Electricity production and production capacity required to meet German kerosene demand
through PtL
a) Required electricity production
Facts

Assumptions

Annual consumption of kerosene for refueling in Germany

in tonnes

10,000,000

equivalent to

in CBM

12,500,000

equivalent to

in liters

12,500,000,000

equivalent energy content

in KWh

125,000,000,000

equivalent to

in TWh

125

Consequently, the amount of electricity required for the
production of kerosene is
in the case of completely loss-free production (theoretical
in TWh
value)
with realistic conversion losses (50%)

in TWh

Kerosene density:
0.8 tonnes / CBM
Kerosene energy
content: 10 KWh/L

125
250

50% conversion
losses

The density and energy content of kerosene vary slightly depending on the crude oil used and the
refining process. The values used in these calculations can be regarded as typical, but do not precisely
apply to any single kerosene batch.
b) Capacity requirements
Facts

Remarks

Realistic annual amount of electricity needed to
in TWh
produce kerosene

250

converted to MWh

in MWh

250,000,000

1 TW = 1 M MW

8,760 output hours / year

in GW

28.54

= 250,000,000 / 8,760

4,380 output hours / year

in GW

57.01

= 250,000,000 / 4,380

1,510 output hours / year

in GW

165.56

= 250,000,000 / 1,510

Required capacity for 250,000,000 MWh

8,760 output hours = 365 days a year x 24 hours (theoretical maximum)
4,380 output hours = 365 days per year x 12 hours (sunshine maximum)
1,510 output hours = actual value for Germany 2018, calculated using 157.5 TWh of electricity
generation from wind and solar and an installed capacity of 104,250 MW (German Federal
Environmental Agency, 2019, pp. 8-9)
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Appendix 2: Conversion factors and definitions
a) Orders of magnitude
Kilo
Mega
Giga
Tera

103
106
109
1012

= 1,000
= 1,000,000
= 1,000,000,000
= 1,000,000,000,000

b) Conversions / definitions
Cubic meter

1,000 liters

Tonne

Definition: The weight of one cubic meter of water
1 tonne of kerosene is equivalent to about 1.25 CBM, since the specific weight
of kerosene is only about 0.8

Watt

Definition: The power of 1 joule for one second

Watt hour

3,600 joules
The energy contained in 1 liter of kerosene is equivalent to about 10 kilowatt
hours
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Appendix 3: Technology Readiness Levels of the individual process steps
Facts

TRL Comments

Critical aspects

Photovoltaics, wind power

9

Established process

No continuous availability

Hydropower, geothermal energy

9

Established process

Continuously available, but virtually
impossible to expand in Germany

8

Established process for Can only be used to a limited extent with
chloralkali electrolysis
intermittent power availability

Generation of renewable electricity

Electrolysis
Alkaline electrolysis

PEM
(polymer
electrolyte
7
membrane) electrolysis
High-temperature electrolysis

Up to 5 MW per module Suitable
for
intermittent
field-tested
availability, but not tested

4

power

Requires continuous power availability

Hydrogen storage
Extremely expensive when used for
storage of very large quantities

In tanks

9

Established process

Chemical

7

Process developed for
Unsuitable for operative storage, as
transporting hydrogen over
solution not feasible for short periods
longer distances

In caverns

4

Potentially much less
Repositories not available everywhere,
expensive than storage in
still relatively unexplored
tanks

CO2 sources
Recovery
from
combustion
4
exhaust gases (e.g., power plants)
Extraction from raw materialrelated emissions (e.g., cement 4
plants)
Extraction
from
bio-based
industrial sources (e.g., biogas 6
plants)
Extraction from ambient air - low7
temperature process
Extraction from ambient air - high
?
temperature process

In the case of fossil fuels
Purification to quality
(e.g., coal), no closed CO2
synthesis not yet tested
cycle
No closed CO2 cycle

Purification to quality
synthesis not yet tested

required

for

required

for

Small, widely dispersed facilities; quantity
limited
Currently still expensive; effects of CO2
removal from environment unclear
Energy input required to Currently still expensive; effects of CO2
achieve high temperatures removal from environment unclear

Synthesis to kerosene
Reverse water gas shift (RWGS)

6

No demonstrated industrial use to date

Fischer-Tropsch

9

Methanol synthesis

4

ASTM approval not yet underway

Synthesis from higher alcohols

?

ASTM approval still ongoing

Commercial use (millions
Requires reverse water-gas shift when
of tonnes) for synthesis
used in PtL process
from coal / natural gas

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis and CO2 storage are established processes and therefore classified as TRL
9. The StL approach and the Caphenia process are at very early stages of development (TRL 4 for StL,
TRL 3 for the Caphenia process).
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